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Country NameSweden

Stockholm is Scandinavia’s largest city and offers unparalleled cultural
and historical grandeur in Northern Europe. It has all the comforts of a big
city, with the added coziness of a small town. A short internal flight away, the

perfect Winter wonderland of Swedish Lapland is the most Northern part of the
country and represents about a quarter of Sweden.
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Day 1
Stockholm & Lapland



Country NameSweden

Day 1

o Morning

Arrival in Stockholm and city orientation tour. Our  interactive  tour  involves   supplying your   guests  with  
tablet  devices  which are customized with fun exercises, tricky questions and instructional information to explore
the city.

o Afternoon

Also included in this afternoon’s programme is a visit to a trendy Swedish culinary hotspot.
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Day 2
Stockholm & Lapland



Country NameSweden

Day 2

o Morning

Flight to Swedish Lapland. Guests are transferred to our local ‘adventure camp’ directly from the airport. Here, they
will partake in some thrilling cross cart rides on the prepared tracks of a frozen lake and then partake in a ‘folk rally’
in a fleet of vintage Volvo cars. Afterwards, warm up with a lunch in a traditional teepee style restaurant before 
getting back out on the ice to experience a dog-sledge ride and competing in a high stakes Swedish curling
tournament.

o Winter cruise – break some ice!

Not your typical group cruise by any stretch of the imagination, guests board a special ‘ice breaker’ boat to explore
the nearby offshore archipelago, which consists hundreds of islands and is frozen over.

o Evening

Step forward the brave amongst your group-guests can step off the boat to walk around the ice and, if they dare,
take a swim in the icy water with special survival suits. Finally, today’s dinner is made from 100% local produce
and is served in a cozy and unique Lappish manner.
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Day 3
Stockholm & Lapland



Country NameSweden

Day 3

o Morning

Jump on a  snowmobile and ride to the edge of the sea. This full-day safari takes guests out to the packed-ice
of the Northern archipelago, where the  water hits the  ice and forms the most unique and natural ice 
sculptures. During the day guests practice ice-fishing skills, stop at a fishing village and cook their own lunch on
an open fire.

o Dinner on Ice

To conclude guests’ stylish Swedish experience, your group will dine on ice! With hundreds of lanterns lighting  
up the night sky, guests walk out on the ice to a tee-pee where a three course gala dinner is served.
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Day 4
Stockholm & Lapland
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Day 4

o Departure

Breakfast at leisure and transfer to the airport.
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Thank

you!
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Stockholm, Sweden
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